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A MEETING WITH ACCIDENTALS - WITH STAIRPLAY

Here you will learn note-names with accidentals and where to 

fi nd them on the stave with help from your note-hands and 

both clefs!

The notes are ordered on the stave so that 

each note fi nds its place either on a line or 

in a space. 

Even if it doesn’t appear so on the stave, the distance between all seven notes is 

not the same. Between B-C, h-c, si-do and E-F, e-f, mi-fa the distance is small 

and only consists of a semitone. Between all other notes the distance is twice 

as big and so consists of two semitones. This is a whole tone.

This engenders a distinctive sound sequence:
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On the picture the stave doesn’t change when the seven notes obtain 

an accidental. The A/a/la remains in its place, even when it receives 

the accidental # (sharp) and sounds a semitone higher or when it 

receives the accidental b (fl at) and sounds a semitone lower:

One could depict the stave as a slope, as it is on the interactive sound-

stairs in Haus der Musik Wien, where the di� erent pitches of the notes 

are discernible. For this reason why the piano keys have here also 

been put in the form of sound-stairs.

You can fi rst of all recognise the correct distance between the notes 

when you write the note-names from the note-hand or stave onto 

the keys of the piano. Every key is a semitone. As you can recognise 

on the sloping stave, the seven regular notes are on the white keys.
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Their names come from the fi rst seven letters of the alphabet. 

This goes for all countries where English is spoken, as well 

as China. If they receive the accidental # (sharp) then they 

change their name. They are called A-sharp, B-sharp, etc. 

In China the word for this is „shēng“.  All notes sound a 

semitone higher. If they receive the accidental b (fl at) they 

also change their name. They are now called A-fl at, B-fl at 

etc. In China it’s called „jiàng“. All sound a semitone lower.

n the countries where German is spoken the letter b has been 

replaced by h. It is the same for Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Poland, 

Czech Republic,  Slovakia and Slovenia. If they receive the accidental 

# (sharp) they also change their names. The syllable „-is“ is attached 

to the regular note-names. 

They are called ais, his, cis, etc. and also sound a semitone higher. If 

they receive the accidental b (fl at) the syllable „-es“ is usually added 

to the regular note-names. There are also three exceptions to the 

rule. h is now called b, a now as and e now es. All sound a semitone 

lower.
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In countries which speak Romanic languages the names of the notes 

are completely di� erent. This also goes for Greece, Russia and all 

eastern countries. These note-names can also receive the accidental 

# (sharp).  In Italian they are called la diesis, si diesis, etc., in France la 

dièse, si dièse. In countries where Spanish is spoken,  the term is „la 

sostenido“, „si sostenido“ and in countries which speak Portuguese 

its known as „Lá sustenido, Si sustenido“, etc.  They also sound a 

semitone higher. 

When a note-name receives the accidental b (fl at), in Italian it is called 

„la bemolle“, „si bemolle“, in French „la bémol“, „si bémol“. In countries 

which speak Spanish or Portuguese the term „bemol“ is used. They 

sound a semitone lower. 
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Now you can inscribe all the note-names, as well as those with accidentals. But 

always begin with the regular notes. We have already noted down the English 

language alphabet for you. Do the same with the note-names of other countries 

and then colour in black the notes which are also so on the piano. Do you also 

know which following note-names you need to fi nd?

As you can see, sometimes two notes take their place on one key. In some cases it 

can be even more. This means that they have the same pitch but di� erent names.

...
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Now inscribe all the note-names onto the 

keys of the sound-stairs, fi rstly those with, 

and then those without, accidentals. 

Very often the accidentals # (sharp) and b 

(fl at) are used separately. Therefore there 

are also two sound-stairs for this task in 

which you can separately inscribe the 

notes with # (sharp) and b (fl at). Be careful 

of the clef. 
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It goes without saying that you should now play 

the steps from the purposed piano keys together 

with your friends. What would music be if no one 

could hear it?

Choose an instrument that you can play these 

notes on, lay your STAIRPLAY-cards out and 

discover how the great composers create new 

motifs and melodies. LET YOURSELVES BE 

INSPIRED BY STAIRPLAY!


